Ozone Contamination in Aircraft Cabins:  Appendix B:  Overview papers.  Ozone destruction techniques by Wilder, R.
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FIG. 2. OZONE INSTRUMENTATION 
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FIG. 3. OZONE ANALYZER SCHEMATIC - ULTRA-VIOLEr LIGHT ADSORPTION TYPE 
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FIG. 5. SMAU SCALE OZONE FILTa TEST SET UP 
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FIG. 7, RNNMATlC DUCT - LAB TEST PHOTOS 
FIG. 8. FULL SCALE LAB TEST PHOTOS 
FIG. 9. FULL SCALE LAB TESTS 
FIG. 10. CABIY ADSOR PTlON FILTER MATERIALS 
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FIG. 11. SMALL SCALE LAB TEST RESULTS - CHARCOAL 
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FIG. 13. FULL SCALE LAB TEST RESULTS - CHARCOAL FILTERS (ZONES 1 AND 41 
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FIG. 14. DES IGN VERIFICATION TESTS 
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FIG. 15. OZONE FILTER EFFECIENCY VS TlME - CAB TEST OF RAOOl FILTER 
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FIG, 16. FULL SCALE LAB TEST RESULTS - RAW1 FILTER CONTAMINATION CYCLE TEST - 
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FIG, 17. ZONE 2 FILTER LIFE CYCLETEST USING BARNEBY CHENEY TYPE AlC CHARCOAL 
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FIG. 18. CONDITIONED AIR FILTER INSTALLATION 
FIG. 19. CONDITIONED AIR FILTER INSTALIATION 
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FIG. 20. OZONE FILTER 
FIG. 22. OZONE FILTER - [NSTALMTION ON AIRCRAFT 

FIG. 22. CONCLUDED. 
Fin;. 23. AODITIONAL CABIN FILTER LAB TESTS 
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FIG. 24. FILTER EFFICIENCY V S  FILTER FACE VELOCITY - 112" CHARCOAL FILTERS 
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FIG. 25, PAA CHARCOAL FILTER EFFICIENCIES AS DnERMINED FROM LAB TEST DATA 
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FIG. 26. MSA PLEATED HOPCALITE FILTER PANEL - LIFE CYCLE TESTING 
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FIG. 27. M S A  PLEATED HOPCALITE FILTER PANEL - FILTER EFFICIENCY VS. OZONE LEVEL 
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FIG. 28. FILTER EFFICIENCY VS FILTER FACE VELOCITY 112" THICK FILTERS 
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FIG. 29. PNEUMATIC DUCT (CATALYTIC MATERIALS) 
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C y l i n d e r s  
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FIG. 30. PNEUMATIC MANIFOLD CATALYTIC FILTER LOCATIONS 
FIG. 31. FULL SCALE PNEUMATIC DUCT FILTER LAB TEST - TEST S n U  P SCHEMATIC 
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FIG. 42. RARE M n A L  HONEYCOMB OZONE FILTER LlFE CYCLE TEST 
TEST CONDITIONS DAILY CYCLE 
(1) 2.9  LBS/SEC AIRFLOW 1 HR. CLEAN AIR@ 2 .9  LBYSEC 
@) 1.5 PPMv UPSTREAM OZONE LEVEL 14 HRS. OZONE @ 1.5 PPMv & 2 . 9  LBS/SEC. AIRFLOW 
(3) 300° F AIR TEMPERATURE 1 HR. CLEAN AIR@ 2 .9  LBS/SEC. 
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FIG. 43. METAL OXIDE HONEYCOMB OZONE FILTER LlFE CYCLE TEST 
TEST CONDITIONS DAILY CYCLE 
( 1 )  3.71 LBS/SEC AIRFLOW 1 HR CLEAN AIR @ 3.71 LBS/SEC 
(2) 1.5 PPMV UPSTREAM OZONE LEVEL 14 HRS OZONE @ 1-5 PPMV 8, 3.71 LBS/SEC AIRFLOW 
(3) 3000 F AIR TEMPERATURE 1 HR CLEAN AIR @ 3 -71 LBS/SEC 
8 HRS N O  AIRFLOW 
ELAPSED TlME (HRS) 
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FIG. 44. EFFECT OF TIME & OZONE LEVEL ON M n A L  OXIDE TY  PE FILTER CATALYST 
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FIG. 45. FUTURE OZONE FILTER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
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